
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WRITE AND WRITELINE IN PYTHON

writelines(arg) expects an iterable as argument (an iterable object can be a tuple, a list, a string, or an iterator in the
most general sense).

Python includes a comprehensive array of file handling functions to read, write, append, query, transfer and
edit files. The idea is the following: if you want to write a single string you can do this with write. Consider it
added to the next release. Dutch programmer, Guido van Rossum, known today as Python's "benevolent
dictator," developed the language in the s. If you provide a list of strings, it will raise an exception by the way,
show errors to us! If you have a sequence of strings you can write them all using writelines. In an extreme
scenario, where the input file is larger than the memory of your machine, this approach won't even work. The
Python language has a large standard library of functions that help programmers create Web applications,
operating system utilities, games, scientific applications Web site frameworks and more. He was looking for
an easy way to add the contents of one file to another file. A working example: with open 'inputfile' as infile:
with open 'outputfile' as outfile: for line in infile: outfile. An early reference for the need for writelines
appeared in an October 22, Usenet newsgroup posting by Xerox Parc programmer Bill Janssen. Standard
Python provides many methods or functions programmers can apply to objects. As soon as one line is read,
this line is written to the output file. Why not start writing parts of data while reading other parts? Writelines
could be better performing as it doesn't have to create a temporary concatenated string, just iterating over the
lines. For instance, the command nameOfFile. You cannot use write to write arrays or Python lists to a file.
Prior to , Python had the write function but not writelines. The solution to this problem is to use iterators only.
The Python File Object Function Write Use the write function to write a fixed sequence of characters -- called
a string -- to a file. Edit: Another point you should be aware of: write and readlines existed before writelines
was introduced. When the "dir " function is applied to a file handle object, a list of the functions belonging to
the file handle is displayed. First of all, this may waste time. If you try to use write to save a list of strings, the
Python interpreter will give the error, "argument 1 must be string or read-only character buffer, not list. Also,
today, we do not really want to use this method anymore. A tuple of strings is what you provided, so things
worked. Included in this list are the functions close, fileno, flush, isatty, newlines, next, read, readline,
readlines, seek, tell, truncate, write and writelines. Unlike write , however, writelines can write a list of strings
without error. The nature of the string s does not matter to both of the functions, i. Each item contained in the
iterator is expected to be a string. Writelines does not separate the strings, so the output will be "allenhello
world. The interesting part is that writelines does not add newline characters on its own, so the method name
can actually be quite confusing. You can use a list, a tuple, or a generator. But, most importantly, this
approach can be very memory consuming.


